2014/2015 chapter officers

President: Jan Hahn, 3421215, j.hahn@lzh.de
Vice-President: Ben Matthias, 3409625, b.matthias@lzh.de
Secretary: Claudia Unger, 3536142, g.antonopoulos@lzh.de
Treasurer: Jan Duesing, 3254855, j.duesing@lzh.de

List of current members:
Georgios Antonopoulos
Tobias Ehmke
Jan Hahn
Anton Hoerdt
Stefan Kalies
Nicole Kallweit
Fawad Karimi
Michael Köhring
Georg Leuteritz
Ben Matthias
Lena Nolte
Emanuel Saerchen
Ulf Seemann
Asman Tamang
Nadine Tinne
Tim Wolfer
Mateusz Wysmolek

Chapter’s activities during the reporting period

Travel Grant
The Travel Grant was used by Ben Matthias to attend the BiOS conference at the Photonics West 2015 in San Francisco. In the conference on Ophthalmic Technologies XXV he gave a talk on a “Concept for image-guided vitreo-retinal fs-laser surgery: adaptive optics and optical coherence tomography for laser beam shaping and positioning”. Therein he presented his recent results in the field of retinal surgery with femtosecond lasers to a broad scientific community. Furthermore he attended the Student Chapter Meeting at the Intercontinental Hotel where he took the chance to exchange ideas and experiences with other chapter officers from around the world.
Student Recruiting BBQ and Lab Tours

Figure 1: Students and chapter members enjoying a BBQ and a lab tour of the Biomedical Optics department of the Laser Zentrum Hannover.

To foster the exchange of ideas between chapter members and to invite new students to join our chapter we held an informal barbeque on April 9th 2015. This BBQ was accompanied by a lab tour of the Biomedical Optics department of the Laser Zentrum Hannover. There we presented students from physics, biology and veterinary medicine with the biomedical imaging technologies and applications that are currently being investigated within the department. We already increased our student numbers by these means and look forward to more informal and informative gatherings of this nature.

Chapter meetings

- 11/19/2014 at LZH
- 1/14/2015 at LZH
- 3/11/2015 at LZH
- 4/1/2015 at LZH
- 4/9/2015 at LZH with BBQ
- 5/20/2015 at LZH
- 7/22/2015 at LZH

Financial Status

1. Beginning Balance:
   579,40€

2. Funds raised and expended
   None.

3. Details of SPIE funding received:
   No Activity Grants has been requested during the report period. The Travel Grant has been used by Ben Matthias.
4. Other sources:
   None

5. Ending balance:
   579,40€,